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Pro JavaScript Techniques Jul 07 2020 This book addresses today’s approach to JavaScript in detail: modern
browser support, including information on Internet Explorer 7; Object-Oriented JavaScript; testing and debugging;
unobtrusive JavaScript techniques using DOM Scripting; Ajax; creating and using blocks of reusable code, and the
future of JavaScript. All the concepts expressed in this up-to-the-minute reference are thoroughly backed up with real
world examples and full-scale case studies. The book offers reusable functions for readers to use in their own
projects, a significant time-saver. Also included are several reference sections that allow developers to look up
details quickly and easily.
Node.js Complete Reference Guide Sep 20 2021 Node.js Complete Reference Guide is your one-stop solution to
building highly scalable, single-language applications that share code between the server and client Key Features
Explore the latest JavaScript features and EcmaScript modules Walk through different stages of developing robust
applications using Node.js 10 Create rich and scalable RESTful API solutions from scratch Book Description Node.js
Complete Reference Guide takes you through rudimentary knowledge of JavaScript and server-side development to
create, maintain, deploy, and test your own Node.js applications. You will begin by learning how to use the HTTP
Server and Client objects, store data with both SQL and MongoDB databases, and unit test applications with Mocha
5.x, and functionally test them with Puppeteer 1.1.x. Then, you will learn to create scalable and rich RESTful
applications on the Node.js platform and write a simple HTTP request handler with self-descriptive URLs. You will
learn to set accurate HTTP status codes, study how to keep your applications backward-compatible and explore
some authentication techniques to secure your application. Then, you will study how Node.js has emerged as a
strong candidate for developing microservices. With this Learning Path, you will be able to use the best practices and
create efficient microservices. This Learning Path includes content from the following Packt products: RESTful Web
API Design with Node.js 10, Third Edition by Valentin Bojinov Node.js Web Development, Fourth Edition by David
Herron Hands-On Microservices with Node.js by Diogo Resende What you will learn Work with REST service
development using the Restify framework Use data storage engines, such as MySQL, SQLITE3, and MongoDB in
apps Apply user authentication methods with OAuth2 Perform real-time communication with the front-end using
Socket.IO Implement Docker microservices in development, testing, and deployment Perform unit testing with Mocha
5.x and functional testing with Puppeteer 1.1.x Use self-descriptive URLs and set accurate HTTP status codes Deploy
a cloud-native microservice to an online provider Who this book is for Node.js Complete Reference Guide is designed
for web developers who have a rudimentary understanding of JavaScript and web application development, are keen
to enrich their development skills to create RESTful applications, and want utilize their skills to build microservices.
How JavaScript Works Jan 01 2020 Douglas Crockford starts by looking at the fundamentals: names, numbers,
booleans, characters, and bottom values. JavaScript’s number type is shown to be faulty and limiting, but then

Crockford shows how to repair those problems. He then moves on to data structures and functions, exploring the
underlying mechanisms and then uses higher order functions to achieve class-free object oriented programming. The
book also looks at eventual programming, testing, and purity, all the while looking at the requirements of The Next
Language. Most of our languages are deeply rooted in the paradigm that produced FORTRAN. Crockford attacks
those roots, liberating us to consider the next paradigm.He also presents a strawman language and develops a
complete transpiler to implement it. The book is deep, dense, full of code, and has moments when it is intentionally
funny.
JavaScript: The Definitive Guide Feb 11 2021 For web developers and other programmers interested in using
JavaScript, this bestselling book provides the most comprehensive JavaScript material on the market. The seventh
edition represents a significant update, with new information for ECMAScript 2020, and new chapters on languagespecific features. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide is ideal for experienced programmers who want to learn the
programming language of the web, and for current JavaScript programmers who want to master it.
Web Developer's Reference Guide Sep 01 2022 A one-stop guide to the essentials of web development including
popular frameworks such as jQuery, Bootstrap, AngularJS, and Node.js About This Book Understand the essential
elements of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, including how and when to use them Walk through three of the best and
most popular web development frameworks – jQuery, Bootstrap, and AngularJS References for any function you will
need in your day-to-day web development Who This Book Is For This book is perfect for beginners but more
advanced web developers will also benefit. Laid out so you can refer to as much or as little as you need to, with this
book you can exhaustively explore essential concepts for modern web developers. What You Will Learn Explore
detailed explanations of all the major HTML elements and attributes, illustrated with examples Take a deep dive into
CSS properties and functions and master their usage Find clear, concise descriptions of JavaScript syntax and
expressions Recognize various JavaScript design patterns and learn the basics of JavaScript object-orientated
programming Implement the latest ECMAScript 6 for client-side scripting in your web applications Discover new ways
to develop your website's front end quickly and easily using Bootstrap Write JavaScript extensibly using jQueryJavaScript's feature-rich library Delve into the key Node.js modules used in JavaScript server-side programming
Access AngularJS 's important modules, controllers, directives, and services quickly In Detail This comprehensive
reference guide takes you through each topic in web development and highlights the most popular and important
elements of each area. Starting with HTML, you will learn key elements and attributes and how they relate to each
other. Next, you will explore CSS pseudo-classes and pseudo-elements, followed by CSS properties and functions.
This will introduce you to many powerful and new selectors. You will then move on to JavaScript. This section will
not just introduce functions, but will provide you with an entire reference for the language and paradigms. You will
discover more about three of the most popular frameworks today—Bootstrap, which builds on CSS, jQuery which
builds on JavaScript, and AngularJS, which also builds on JavaScript. Finally, you will take a walk-through Node.js,
which is a server-side framework that allows you to write programs in JavaScript. Style and approach This book is an
easy-to-follow, comprehensive reference guide. Each topic, function, or element is listed methodically along with
parameters, return values, and descriptions. Examples are also included to help you put the concepts to use quickly
in the real world.
JavaScript Pocket Reference Oct 29 2019 Provides an overview of the scripting language, covering topics including
JavaScript objects, methods, properties, and events.
JavaScript: The Complete Reference, 2nd edition Sep 08 2020 Create dynamic, interactive Web pages with the latest
upgrade to this flexible development tool. Coverage includes event handling, object oriented programming, IE
specific content, XML, and sample code that lets you work through projects and provides groundwork for your own
creations. Provides information for new and non-professional developers and also more advanced coverage for
experienced JS developers who want a comprehensive reference.
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One Jan 31 2020 Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and
JavaScript All in One The all-in-one HTML, CSS and JavaScript beginner's guide: covering the three most important
languages for web development. Covers everything beginners need to know about the HTML and CSS standards and
today's JavaScript and Ajax libraries - all in one book, for the first time Integrated, well-organized coverage expertly
shows how to use all these key technologies together Short, simple lessons teach hands-on skills readers can apply
immediately By best-selling author Julie Meloni Mastering HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is vital for any beginning web
developer - and the importance of these technologies is growing as web development moves away from proprietary
alternatives such as Flash. Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One brings together everything
beginners need to build powerful web applications with the HTML and CSS standards and the latest JavaScript and
Ajax libraries. With this book, beginners can get all the modern web development knowledge you need from one
expert source. Bestselling author Julie Meloni (Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One) teaches
simply and clearly, through brief, hands-on lessons focused on knowledge you can apply immediately. Meloni covers
all the building blocks of practical web design and development, integrating new techniques and features into every
chapter. Each lesson builds on what's come before, showing you exactly how to use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
together to create great web sites.
Learning JavaScript Design Patterns Dec 12 2020 With Learning JavaScript Design Patterns, you’ll learn how to
write beautiful, structured, and maintainable JavaScript by applying classical and modern design patterns to the

language. If you want to keep your code efficient, more manageable, and up-to-date with the latest best practices, this
book is for you. Explore many popular design patterns, including Modules, Observers, Facades, and Mediators. Learn
how modern architectural patterns—such as MVC, MVP, and MVVM—are useful from the perspective of a modern web
application developer. This book also walks experienced JavaScript developers through modern module formats,
how to namespace code effectively, and other essential topics. Learn the structure of design patterns and how they
are written Understand different pattern categories, including creational, structural, and behavioral Walk through
more than 20 classical and modern design patterns in JavaScript Use several options for writing modular
code—including the Module pattern, Asyncronous Module Definition (AMD), and CommonJS Discover design patterns
implemented in the jQuery library Learn popular design patterns for writing maintainable jQuery plug-ins "This book
should be in every JavaScript developer’s hands. It’s the go-to book on JavaScript patterns that will be read and
referenced many times in the future."—Andrée Hansson, Lead Front-End Developer, presis!
Programming in HTML with JavaScript and CSS3 Sep 28 2019 Focuses on using HTML5 to begin building Windows 8
and web apps.
JavaScript Quick Reference Guide Oct 02 2022
Understanding the DOM — Document Object Model Apr 03 2020
Head First JavaScript Programming Aug 08 2020 What will you learn from this book? This brain-friendly guide
teaches you everything from JavaScript language fundamentals to advanced topics, including objects, functions, and
the browser’s document object model. You won’t just be reading—you’ll be playing games, solving puzzles,
pondering mysteries, and interacting with JavaScript in ways you never imagined. And you’ll write real code, lots of
it, so you can start building your own web applications. Prepare to open your mind as you learn (and nail) key topics
including: The inner details of JavaScript How JavaScript works with the browser The secrets of JavaScript types
Using arrays The power of functions How to work with objects Making use of prototypes Understanding closures
Writing and testing applications What’s so special about this book? We think your time is too valuable to waste
struggling with new concepts. Using the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory to craft a multisensory learning experience, Head First JavaScript Programming uses a visually rich format designed for the way
your brain works, not a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. This book replaces Head First JavaScript, which
is now out of print.
Eloquent JavaScript Apr 15 2021 JavaScript is at the heart of almost every modern Web application, whether it's
Google Apps, Twitter, or the newest browser-based game. Though it's simple for beginners to pick up and play with,
JavaScript is not a toy—it's a flexible and complex language that can be used to build full-scale applications. Eloquent
JavaScript dives into this flourishing language and teaches you to write code that's beautiful and effective. By
immersing you in example code and encouraging experimentation right from the start, the author quickly gives you
the tools you need to build your own programs. As you follow along with examples like an artificial life simulation and
a version of the classic game Sokoban, you'll learn to: –Understand the essential elements of programming: syntax,
control, and data –Use object-oriented and functional programming techniques to organize and clarify your programs
–Script the browser and make basic Web applications –Work with tools like regular expressions and XMLHttpRequest
objects And since programming is an art that's best learned by doing, all example code is available online in an
interactive sandbox for you to experiment with. With Eloquent JavaScript as your guide, you can tweak, expand, and
modify the author's code, or throw it away and build your own creations from scratch. Before you know it, you'll be
fluent in the language of the Web.
JavaScript: The Definitive Guide Jun 29 2022 For web developers and other programmers interested in using
JavaScript, this bestselling book provides the most comprehensive JavaScript material on the market. The seventh
edition represents a significant update, with new information for ECMAScript 2020, and new chapters on languagespecific features. JavaScript: The Definitive Guide is ideal for experienced programmers who want to learn the
programming language of the web, and for current JavaScript programmers who want to master it.
JQuery 1.4 Reference Guide Nov 30 2019 The book is a detailed reference guide, and an invaluable resource for
answers to all your queries about jQuery. It is intended to be a quick reference to help at times when you need to
quickly confirm a feature of the library This book is for you if you are a web developer who wants a broad, organized
view of all that jQuery library has to offer or a quick reference on their desk to refer to for particular details. Basic
knowledge of HTML and CSS is required. You should be comfortable with the syntax of JavaScript, but no knowledge
of jQuery is assumed. This is a reference guide, not an introductory title and if you are looking to get started with
jQuery (or JavaScript libraries in general) then you are looking for the companion title Learning jQuery 1.3.
JavaScript Programmer's Reference Apr 27 2022 Learn everything about utilizing the JavaScript language with the
next generation of Rich Internet Applications from the accessible information in JavaScript Programmer’s Reference,
both a tutorial and a reference guide for web developers. Master methods for using Java with applications like
Microsoft’s Silverlight, Ajax, Flex, Flash and AIR by practicing with hands-on examples with practical, usable code.
Employ this complete JavaScript reference to help you understand JavaScript Data Types, Variables, Operators,
Expressions and Statements, work with JavaScript Frameworks and data, and improve performance with Ajax.
JavaScript for Impatient Programmers Oct 22 2021 This book makes JavaScript less challenging to learn for
newcomers, by offering a modern view that is as consistent as possible. Highlights: Get started quickly, by initially
focusing on modern features. Test-driven exercises and quizzes available for most chapters (sold separately). Covers

all essential features of JavaScript, up to and including ES2019. Optional advanced sections let you dig deeper. No
prior knowledge of JavaScript is required, but you should know how to program.
Getting Started with p5.js Aug 27 2019 With p5.js, you can think of your entire Web browser as your canvas for
sketching with code! Learn programming the fun way--by sketching with interactive computer graphics! Getting
Started with p5.js contains techniques that can be applied to creating games, animations, and interfaces. p5.js is a
new interpretation of Processing written in JavaScript that makes it easy to interact with HTML5 objects, including
text, input, video, webcam, and sound. Like its older sibling Processing, p5.js makes coding accessible for artists,
designers, educators, and beginners. Written by the lead p5.js developer and the founders of Processing, this book
provides an introduction to the creative possibilities of today's Web, using JavaScript and HTML. With Getting
Started with p5.js, you'll: Quickly learn programming basics, from variables to objects Understand the fundamentals
of computer graphics Create interactive graphics with easy-to-follow projects Learn to apply data visualization
techniques Capture and manipulate webcam audio and video feeds in the browser
JavaScript Jan 13 2021 With the proliferation of new, standards-compliant browsers, virtually all users and Web sites
can successfully use the latest JavaScript techniques. This task-based, visual-reference guide has been fully revised
and uses step-by-step instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate scripters what they
need to know to keep their skills up-to-date. Readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming
language, or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. In this updated ninth edition, readers will
find new information on scripting for mobile devices and updated code to work with the latest versions of all major
browsers. Readers will also find an expanded focus on getting their JavaScript done quickly by using the nearubiquitous jQuery library.
JavaScript Bible Feb 23 2022 The bestselling JavaScript reference, now updated to reflect changes in technology
and best practices As the most comprehensive book on the market, the JavaScript Bible is a classic bestseller that
keeps you up to date on the latest changes in JavaScript, the leading technology for incorporating interactivity into
Web pages. Part tutorial, part reference, this book serves as both a learning tool for building new JavaScript skills as
well as a detailed reference for the more experienced JavaScript user. You'll get up-to-date coverage on the latest
JavaScript practices that have been implemented since the previous edition, as well as the most updated code
listings that reflect new concepts. Plus, you'll learn how to apply the latest JavaScript exception handling and custom
object techniques. Coverage includes: JavaScript's Role in the World Wide Web and Beyond Developing a Scripting
Strategy Selecting and Using Your Tools JavaScript Essentials Your First JavaScript Script Browser and Document
Objects Scripts and HTML Documents Programming Fundamentals Window and Document Objects Forms and Form
Elements Strings, Math, and Dates Scripting Frames and Multiple Windows Images and Dynamic HTML The String
Object The Math, Number, and Boolean Objects The Date Object The Array Object JSON - Native JavaScript Object
Notation E4X - Native XML Processing Control Structures and Exception Handling JavaScript Operators Function
Objects and Custom Objects Global Functions and Statements Document Object Model Essentials Generic HTML
Element Objects Window and Frame Objects Location and History Objects Document and Body Objects Link and
Anchor Objects Image, Area, Map, and Canvas Objects Event Objects Practical examples of working code round out
this new edition and contribute to helping you learn JavaScript quickly yet thoroughly.
Object-Oriented JavaScript Jan 25 2022 Create scalable, reusable high-quality JavaScript applications and libraries
JavaScript Pocket Reference Jul 31 2022 JavaScript--the powerful, object-based scripting language that can be
embedded directly into HTML pages--has earned its place in the web developer's toolkit, to the extent that it's now
considered required knowledge for web developers. You can use JavaScript to create dynamic, interactive
applications that run completely within a web browser. JavaScript is also the language of choice for developing
Dynamic HTML content. Because its syntax is based on the popular programming languages C, C++, and Java,
JavaScript is familiar and easy to learn for experienced programmers. At the same time, it's an interpreted scripting
language, providing a flexible, forgiving programming environment for new programmers. The JavaScript Pocket
Reference, 2nd Edition, provides a complete overview of the core JavaScript language and client-side scripting
environment, as well as quick-reference material on core and client-side objects, methods, and properties. The new
edition has been revised to cover JavaScript 1.5, and is particularly useful for developers working with the standardscompliant web browsers, such as Internet Explorer 6, Netscape 7, and Mozilla. Ideal as an introduction for beginners
and a quick reference for advanced developers, this pocket-sized book is easy to take anywhere and serves as the
perfect companion volume to the bestselling JavaScript: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition. O'Reilly's Pocket
References have become a favorite among developers everywhere. By providing a wealth of important details in a
concise, well-organized format, these handy books deliver just what you need to complete the task at hand. When
you've reached a sticking point and need to get to the answer quickly, the new JavaScript Pocket Reference is the
book you'll want close at hand.
Professional JavaScript for Web Developers Dec 24 2021 Dispels the myth that JavaScript is a "baby" language and
demonstrates why it is the scripting language of choice used in the design of millions of Web pages and server-side
applications Quickly covers JavaScript basics and then moves on to more advanced topics such as object-oriented
programming, XML, Web services, and remote scripting Addresses the many issues that Web application developers
face, including internationalization, security, privacy, optimization, intellectual property issues, and obfuscation
Builds on the reader's basic understanding of HTML, CSS, and the Web in general This book is also available as part

of the 4-book JavaScript and Ajax Wrox Box (ISBN: 0470227818). This 4-book set includes: Professional JavaScript
for Web Developers (ISBN: 0764579088) Professional Ajax 2nd edition (ISBN: 0470109491) Professional Web 2.0
Programming (ISBN: 0470087889) Professional Rich Internet Applications: Ajax and Beyond (ISBN: 0470082801)
JQuery Reference Guide Jun 17 2021 This book and eBook is a comprehensive exploration of the popular JavaScript
library
JavaScript The Complete Reference 3rd Edition May 29 2022 The essential JavaScript resource—fully updated Design,
debug, and publish high-performance web pages and applications using tested techniques and best practices from
expert developers. The all-new edition of this comprehensive guide has been thoroughly revised and expanded to
cover the latest JavaScript features, tools, and programming methods. JavaScript: The Complete Reference, Third
Edition provides illustrative examples, line-by-line code samples, and practical development advice—from the core of
the language to the various standard and emerging APIs supported by modern web browsers. This in-depth resource
covers everything you need to know, whether you’re trying to understand the fundamentals of weak typing in
JavaScript, reduce your confusion over closures, or perform common tasks like form validation or Ajax calls. Explore
core JavaScript syntax and data types Investigate often confusing concepts such as weak typing and closures Use
object-oriented programming the JavaScript way See what changes come from ECMAScript 5 Perform dynamic
content updates using DOM methods Handle user-generated events with modern event models Modernize form
handling with HTML5 and JavaScript Use the XMLHttpRequest object to create Ajax applications Control animation
and multimedia content with JavaScript Generate bitmap graphics with the Canvas API Learn methods to handle the
challenges of cross-browser coding Discover defensive development and error handling
Programming JavaScript Applications Oct 10 2020 Take advantage of JavaScript’s power to build robust web-scale
or enterprise applications that are easy to extend and maintain. By applying the design patterns outlined in this
practical book, experienced JavaScript developers will learn how to write flexible and resilient code that’s easier—yes,
easier—to work with as your code base grows. JavaScript may be the most essential web programming language, but
in the real world, JavaScript applications often break when you make changes. With this book, author Eric Elliott
shows you how to add client- and server-side features to a large JavaScript application without negatively affecting
the rest of your code. Examine the anatomy of a large-scale JavaScript application Build modern web apps with the
capabilities of desktop applications Learn best practices for code organization, modularity, and reuse Separate your
application into different layers of responsibility Build efficient, self-describing hypermedia APIs with Node.js Test,
integrate, and deploy software updates in rapid cycles Control resource access with user authentication and
authorization Expand your application’s reach through internationalization
JavaScript Nov 22 2021 A guide for experienced programmers demonstrates the core JavaScript language, offers
examples of common tasks, and contains an extensive reference to JavaScript commands, objects, methods, and
properties.
JavaScript Nov 03 2022 A revised and updated edition offers comprehensive coverage of ECMAScript 5 (the new
JavaScript language standard) and also the new APIs introduced in HTML5, with chapters on functions and classes
completely rewritten and updated to match current best practices and a new chapter on language extensions and
subsets. Original.
Adobe Acrobat 7 Official JavaScript Reference May 17 2021 Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production
tasks such as placing and replacing images, resizing them, dragging them from one document to another, and
preparing images for printing instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe Acrobat and have a strong working
knowledge of JavaScript? Then you're in luck. Since Adobe Creative Suite 2 was created with built-in support for
scripting, virtually every repetitive or time-consuming task that creative professionals have to do in Acrobat can be
streamlined or automated with the help of a script. This book describes how to use JavaScript to manipulate and
extend Adobe Acrobat, and provides reference information for the JavaScript objects, properties, and functions
defined by Adobe's applications. Now available in print for the first time, this book doesn't teach you how to write
code in JavaScript, but if you're familiar with the scripting language, and want to start writing scripts for Acrobat,
you'll appreciate having the most definitive, up-to-date referenceavailable.
JavaScript Enlightenment Jun 25 2019 "From library user to JavaScript developer"--Cover.
Gatsby: The Definitive Guide Jun 05 2020 Get the definitive guide on Gatsby, the JavaScript framework for building
blazing fast websites and applications. Used by Nike, Costa Coffee, and other companies worldwide, Gatsby is
emerging as one of the key technologies in the Jamstack (JavaScript, APIs, and markup) ecosystem. With this
comprehensive guide, you'll learn how to architect, build, and deploy Gatsby sites independently or with CMSs,
commerce systems, and other data sources. Author Preston So begins by showing you how to set up a Gatsby site
from scratch. From there, youâ??ll learn ways to use Gatsbyâ??s declarative rendering and GraphQL API, build
complex offline-enabled sites, and continuously deploy Gatsby sites on a variety of platforms, including Gatsby
Cloud. Discover how Gatsby integrates with many data sources and plug-ins Set up, configure, and architect Gatsby
sites using Gatsby's CLI, React, JSX, and GraphQL with high performance out of the box Build an independent
Gatsby site based on Markdown and data- and content-driven Gatsby sites that integrate with CMSs and commerce
platforms Deploy Gatsby sites with full CI/CD and test coverage on a variety of platforms, including Netlify, Vercel,
and Gatsby Cloud
Speaking JavaScript Nov 10 2020 Like it or not, JavaScript is everywhere these days—from browser to server to

mobile—and now you, too, need to learn the language or dive deeper than you have. This concise book guides you
into and through JavaScript, written by a veteran programmer who once found himself in the same position.
Speaking JavaScript helps you approach the language with four standalone sections. First, a quick-start guide
teaches you just enough of the language to help you be productive right away. More experienced JavaScript
programmers will find a complete and easy-to-read reference that covers each language feature in depth. Complete
contents include: JavaScript quick start: Familiar with object-oriented programming? This part helps you learn
JavaScript quickly and properly. JavaScript in depth: Learn details of ECMAScript 5, from syntax, variables,
functions, and object-oriented programming to regular expressions and JSON with lots of examples. Pick a topic and
jump in. Background: Understand JavaScript’s history and its relationship with other programming languages. Tips,
tools, and libraries: Survey existing style guides, best practices, advanced techniques, module systems, package
managers, build tools, and learning resources.
JavaScript Allongé Jul 27 2019 JavaScript Allongé solves two important problems for the ambitious JavaScript
programmer. First, JavaScript Allongé gives you the tools to deal with JavaScript bugs, hitches, edge cases, and
other potential pitfalls. There are plenty of good directions for how to write JavaScript programs. If you follow them
without alteration or deviation, you will be satisfied. Unfortunately, software is a complex thing, full of interactions
and side-effects. Two perfectly reasonable pieces of advice when taken separately may conflict with each other when
taken together. An approach may seem sound at the outset of a project, but need to be revised when new
requirements are discovered. When you “leave the path” of the directions, you discover their limitations. In order to
solve the problems that occur at the edges, in order to adapt and deal with changes, in order to refactor and rewrite
as needed, you need to understand the underlying principles of the JavaScript programming language in detail. You
need to understand why the directions work so that you can understand how to modify them to work properly at or
beyond their original limitations. That’s where JavaScript Allongé comes in. JavaScript Allongé is a book about
programming with functions, because JavaScript is a programming language built on flexible and powerful functions.
JavaScript Allongé begins at the beginning, with values and expressions, and builds from there to discuss types,
identity, functions, closures, scopes, and many more subjects up to working with classes and instances. In each
case, JavaScript Allongé takes care to explain exactly how things work so that when you encounter a problem, you’ll
know exactly what is happening and how to fix it. Second, JavaScript Allongé provides recipes for using functions to
write software that is simpler, cleaner, and less complicated than alternative approaches that are object-centric or
code-centric. JavaScript idioms like function combinators and decorators leverage JavaScript’s power to make code
easier to read, modify, debug and refactor, thus avoiding problems before they happen. JavaScript Allongé teaches
you how to handle complex code, and it also teaches you how to simplify code without dumbing it down. As a result,
JavaScript Allongé is a rich read releasing many of JavaScript’s subtleties, much like the Café Allongé beloved by
coffee enthusiasts everywhere. License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Source is available from Github *
https://github.com/justinkelly/javascript-allonge
JavaScript for PHP Developers Mar 15 2021 If you want to significantly expand your web development skills beyond
PHP, this practical, hands-on book teaches you ECMAScript—the core JavaScript language—from the ground up.
You’ll discover some similarities between JavaScript and PHP, such as conditions and loops, but the primary focus
is on JavaScript’s unique object creation, classes, prototypes, and inheritance. JavaScript knowledge is essential for
working with today’s Web, whether you’re building applications for the client, the server, or for mobile use—and your
PHP experience gives you a head start. This book will help you become fluent with JavaScript quickly, and then serve
as a handy reference once you start coding. Explore JavaScript syntax, including variables, arrays, loops, and
conditions Learn how functions are important in JavaScript—and why they’re actually objects Delve into JavaScript’s
object-oriented features, including prototypes, code reuse, and inheritance Examine the built-in API and explore its
global functions, properties, and objects Learn about updates in ECMAScript5, the latest version of the standard Use
common design patterns to organize your code in large applications
JavaScript Quick Syntax Reference Aug 20 2021 JavaScript Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed syntax reference
to the JavaScript language. It presents the essentials of JavaScript in a well-organized format that can be used as a
handy reference. This includes the latest ECMAScript 5, JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) and DOM (Document
Object Model) specifications and implementations. You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out
history lessons or witty stories in this book. What you will find is a JavaScript reference that is concise, to the point
and highly accessible. The book is packed with useful information and is a must-have for any JavaScript programmer
or Web developer. In JavaScript Quick Syntax Reference, you will find a concise reference to JavaScript
programming language syntax; has short, simple and focused code examples; and includes a well laid out table of
contents and a comprehensive index allowing easy review.
JavaScript: The Good Parts Mar 27 2022 Most programming languages contain good and bad parts, but JavaScript
has more than its share of the bad, having been developed and released in a hurry before it could be refined. This
authoritative book scrapes away these bad features to reveal a subset of JavaScript that's more reliable, readable,
and maintainable than the language as a whole—a subset you can use to create truly extensible and efficient code.
Considered the JavaScript expert by many people in the development community, author Douglas Crockford
identifies the abundance of good ideas that make JavaScript an outstanding object-oriented programming languageideas such as functions, loose typing, dynamic objects, and an expressive object literal notation. Unfortunately, these

good ideas are mixed in with bad and downright awful ideas, like a programming model based on global variables.
When Java applets failed, JavaScript became the language of the Web by default, making its popularity almost
completely independent of its qualities as a programming language. In JavaScript: The Good Parts, Crockford finally
digs through the steaming pile of good intentions and blunders to give you a detailed look at all the genuinely elegant
parts of JavaScript, including: Syntax Objects Functions Inheritance Arrays Regular expressions Methods Style
Beautiful features The real beauty? As you move ahead with the subset of JavaScript that this book presents, you'll
also sidestep the need to unlearn all the bad parts. Of course, if you want to find out more about the bad parts and
how to use them badly, simply consult any other JavaScript book. With JavaScript: The Good Parts, you'll discover a
beautiful, elegant, lightweight and highly expressive language that lets you create effective code, whether you're
managing object libraries or just trying to get Ajax to run fast. If you develop sites or applications for the Web, this
book is an absolute must.
Eloquent JavaScript, 3rd Edition May 05 2020 Completely revised and updated, this best-selling introduction to
programming in JavaScript focuses on writing real applications. JavaScript lies at the heart of almost every modern
web application, from social apps like Twitter to browser-based game frameworks like Phaser and Babylon. Though
simple for beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript is a flexible, complex language that you can use to build fullscale applications. This much anticipated and thoroughly revised third edition of Eloquent JavaScript dives deep into
the JavaScript language to show you how to write beautiful, effective code. It has been updated to reflect the current
state of Java¬Script and web browsers and includes brand-new material on features like class notation, arrow
functions, iterators, async functions, template strings, and block scope. A host of new exercises have also been
added to test your skills and keep you on track. As with previous editions, Haverbeke continues to teach through
extensive examples and immerses you in code from the start, while exercises and full-chapter projects give you
hands-on experience with writing your own programs. You start by learning the basic structure of the JavaScript
language as well as control structures, functions, and data structures to help you write basic programs. Then you'll
learn about error handling and bug fixing, modularity, and asynchronous programming before moving on to web
browsers and how JavaScript is used to program them. As you build projects such as an artificial life simulation, a
simple programming language, and a paint program, you'll learn how to: - Understand the essential elements of
programming, including syntax, control, and data - Organize and clarify your code with object-oriented and functional
programming techniques - Script the browser and make basic web applications - Use the DOM effectively to interact
with browsers - Harness Node.js to build servers and utilities Isn't it time you became fluent in the language of the
Web? * All source code is available online in an inter¬active sandbox, where you can edit the code, run it, and see its
output instantly.
Understanding ECMAScript 6 Mar 03 2020 ECMAScript 6 represents the biggest update to the core of JavaScript in
the history of the language. In Understanding ECMAScript 6, expert developer Nicholas C. Zakas provides a complete
guide to the object types, syntax, and other exciting changes that ECMAScript 6 brings to JavaScript. Every chapter
is packed with example code that works in any JavaScript environment so you’ll be able to see new features in
action. You’ll learn: –How ECMAScript 6 class syntax relates to more familiar JavaScript concepts –What makes
iterators and generators useful –How arrow functions differ from regular functions –Ways to store data with sets,
maps, and more –The power of inheritance –How to improve asynchronous programming with promises –How
modules change the way you organize code Whether you’re a web developer or a Node.js developer, you’ll find
Understanding ECMAScript 6 indispensable on your journey from ECMAScript 5 to ECMAScript 6.
JavaScript Jul 19 2021 A guide for experienced programmers demonstrates the core JavaScript language, offers
examples of common tasks, and contains an extensive reference to JavaScript commands, objects, methods, and
properties.
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